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Journal Forum Sociológico may publish thematic issues about relevant subjects in Social Sciences.

Proposals must be sent to the official email of the journal (forum@fcsh.unl.pt) and must include the following information:

1. Proposed title for the special issue;
2. Name of the coordinator(s) and respective(s) institutional affiliation(s) presented in three levels (University, School/or Faculty, Department/or Centre);
3. A short presentation identifying the theme of the special issue, its relevance and articulation with the specific domain of publication of the journal.

The coordination must indicate a deadline expected for the publication of the special issue and for the reception of proposes and inform the number of articles expected;

Proposals of articles should be sent to the official email of the journal (forum@fcsh.unl.pt) and must follow the norms of publication adopted by the journal, available in Guidelines for Authors;

All articles are submitted to the Journal’s peer review process. The coordination will be responsible for the selection of at least two referees per article, subject to approval by the Editorial Board;

The journal will be responsible for the management of the peer review process (reception of articles; sending of invitations to referees; sending of reviews to authors; sending of articles to coordination, etc.);

The coordination will be responsible for the organization and final revision of articles and for writing a short Editorial;

The timing of the publication of the special issue will depend on the schedule of the journal established by the Editorial Board.